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Just then, Leon pointed his fingers at the pressure points around Arhtur's chest and back using the Eternity Compression

Method.

The Eternity Compression Method was extremely effective in balancing the body.

The light energy Arhtur absorbed was instantly activated and started circulating in his body on its own, replenishing the energy

he lost.

"This feels so great," Sensing the light energy within him, Arthur perked up and immediately felt less exhausted.

"Elder Thompson, try again!" Leon said.

"Sure," Arthur said and fired up his power to try for a breakthrough once again.

However, the issue persisted due to his old age and he failed to ascend to the next power level.

"How could this be? Are we bound to fail?" Even Leon was starting to have doubts and his confidence faded as time went by.

"Hang on!" At the last moment, an idea flashed in his mind and he took out the Spiritual Pearl, before activating it.

The Spiritual Pearl flew upward and stopped above Arhtur's head. It shone brightly as it emitted powerful true energy that rained

down on Arthur.

"Wh- What is this? What a powerful stream of energy!" Arthur was utterly stunned.

He steadied his mind and began to absorb the energy from the Spiritual Pearl, his strength increasing as he did.

The Spiritual Pearl was a rare, powerful treasure that contained endless power and under its influence, Arhtur's mentality shifted

as well.

It felt as though he was standing atop a mountain, staring at the world from a different perspective.

In the next instant, he jolted and broke past the bottleneck of his training, ascending to the Peak Almighty State from the

Advanced Almighty State.

"He did it!"

"Uncle Arthur did it!"

"How's this possible?"

Angus and the others, who remained outside the circle, all rubbed their eyes in disbelief.

They all witnessed Arhtur's struggle and thought that he was set for failure. To their bewilderment, Leon managed to change the

outcome simply by pressing on a few pressure points on Arthur's body.

It was practically a miracle and they would have never believed it to be true if they did not witness it with their own eyes.
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